INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade there has been increasing interest in computational models of the auditory periphery (e.g., Allen, 1985; Lyon, 1982; Seneft, 1986; Deng et al., 1988; Shamma, 1988; Ghitza, 1988) . The majority of these models treat cochlear frequency analysis as relatively time and intensity invariant. They are consequently based on a single bank ,of linear time-invariant filters to model the dispersion of frequency components across the cochlear partition and auditory-nerve fiber array (e.g., Seneft, 1986; that cochlear filtering is linear, and hence does not change as a function of sound-pressure level or center frequency, they do not capture the intricate pattern of excitation distributed across the auditory nerve in response to complex, broadband spectra such as speech. For this reason, these models are essentially "place" representations in that they reflect only the response of AN fibers whose CFs are close to that of the stimulus frequencies. In general, their specific focus has not been on the spread of excitation associated with the dominant spectral regions of the input signal (i.e., formant peaks).
Distinguishing the current work from other models are filter functions that have been designed to accurately simulate the change in frequency selectivity of single AN fibers over a broad range of intensities. These filter functions are derived from average-rate isointensity functions of 97 cat high spontaneous-rate (SR) AN fibers, and are thus based directly on physiological filter properties, insofar as they are reflected in the rate response of single fibers. Given the diversity of thresholds, spontaneous rates and filtering for any given CF range, the filter functions are derived from ensembles of iso-intensity curves of fibers distributed over a delimited CF range, and confined to units that are highly spontaneously active. Low-SR AN fibers (n = 45) were omitted from the current analysis due to the variability of their tuning. However, they are included in the database for future analysis.
The present model, while incorporating intensity specific frequency selectivity, is essentially a time-invariant system. The filter functions employed are based upon steadystate rms levels of the input signal over a 25.6-ms interval. Although time invariance is a compromise solution, the temporal fine structure of neural activity can still be reasonably well portrayed as a function of intensity. 
The model was developed in MATLAB TM

I. AUDITORY PERIPHERY
As a consequence of the mechanical properties of the organ of Corti, complex sounds are decomposed into a series 'of constituent signals distributed along the cochlear partition. In essence, the cochlea acts as a limited-resolution spectrum analyzer. At low SPLs, the BM responds most vigorously to low frequencies at its apex and to high frequencies at the base. This place coding of frequency is translated into discrete populations of AN fibers responding to individual frequencies. At higher SPLs, this place coding breaks down for low frequencies as detailed below.
A distinctive property of AN fibers is their ability to temporally synchronize their discharge to a restricted portion of the stimulus cycle (Rose et al., 1967) . Fibers are capable of encoding information concerning stimulus frequency in terms of the temporal properties of the discharge, in addition to the place identity of the fiber. In response to a complex signal, with a broad range of frequencies the temporal information could, in principle, provide better resolution of the stimulus spectrum than possible through place information alone (Srulovicz and Goldstein, 1983 ).
AN fibers vary in terms of their spontaneous discharge activity. Approximately 60% are highly active (i.e., spontaneous rates > 18 spikes/s) in the absence of sound. About a quarter show moderate rates of background activity (>0.5 < 18 spikes/s), while the remainder ( 15 % ) are spontaneously inactive or nearly so ( < 0.5 spikes/s) ( Liberman, 1978) .
Iso-intensity functions (response areas) were recorded from 142 single AN fibers in the sodium pentobarbitol anesthesized cat. Response areas were obtained by recording the extracellular potential of single auditory-nerve fibers either in response to 25-or 50-ms sinusoidal signals of variable frequency and sound-pressure level. Each point in the response area (for a single frequency by SPL) is based on the average firing rate to five stimulus presentations. Details of the surgical and recording procedures are described in Rhode and Greenberg ( 1991 ) .
Response areas were mapped by measuring the magnitude of the discharge output as a sinusoidal signal was stepped through the spectrally responsive region of the fiber at constant SPL (Rose et al., 1967) . Response areas from a cat high-SR AN fiber with a characteristic frequency of approximately 9 kHz is shown in Fig. 1 . The fiber serves as an example of the properties discussed earlier. The iso-intensity curves evidence a broadening of frequency selectivity as the input stimulus increases in SPL from 10 to 80 dB.
The average-rate iso-intensity function of single fibers is assumed to reflect the summed filtering effects of mechanical BM tuning, inner hair cell (IHC) transduction, IHC neurotransmitter release, and auditory-nerve spike generation. Thus all varieties of nonlinearities such as BM compression, IHC receptor potential saturation, spike rate saturation of the AN, thresholding, etc., are reflected in the output response of AN fibers. 
II. DERIVATION OF FILTERS
The AN fiber data were cast in matrix form in MATLAB TM and could be freely organized along any number of dimensions. The database of nerve-fiber response areas is organized as stacked matrices of 142 AN fibers by frequency (0.05-20 kHz), ordered by sound-pressure level (10-80 dB in 10-dB steps). Of the 142 fibers, 97 high-SR fibers were extracted from the database for analysis.
A. Characteristic frequency axis
Synthetic auditory-nerve fiber channels were derived from ensembles of AN response areas within a range centered about fixed intervals along the length of the basilar membrane partition. Channels were mapped uniformly along a theoretical frequency-position axis. The channel "CFs" were sampled based on the frequency-position function derived by Greenwood (1961 Greenwood ( ,1989 One hundred twenty-eight-channel CFs were sampled from 0.10 to 0.70 of the frequency-position axis (2.5 to 17.5 mm assuming a mean basilar length of 25 mm), providing a frequency range of channel CFs corresponding to 375-13 093 Hz. The ensemble window centered at each channel CF was chosen to span 0.13 (3.25 mm) of the cochlea length below 4 kHz and of slightly greater extent, 0.15 (3.75 mm), above 4 kHz. The increase in window length at higher CFs ensured sufficient ensemble membership despite fewer AN fibers in the database at higher frequencies. The distribution of sampled AN fibers as a function of CF is described in detail in Greenberg and Rhode (1991) . Ensemble membership was established by peak picking each iso-intensity curve based upon an automated search for the high-frequency rolloff. Marking each iso-intensity function relative to the high-frequency skirt provided the most stable estimate of the iso-intensity peak. Iso-intensity curves within an ensemble window were then shifted such that each peak determined by the high-frequency skirt fell into alignment at the predetermined channel CF. This process of ensemble formation and alignment proceeded for all 128 channel CFs at each intensity level. The resulting filter structure is one whereby the impulse response for each fiber channel can be selected or indexed according to the estimated signal level. For purposes of this paper, an entire filter bank is selected based upon the rms level of the input signal. The equivalent sound-pressure levels are expressed in decibels re: I least significant bit (lsb), which provides an arbitrary reference to the smallest integer quantization of the input signal.
D. Derivation of rate-intensity functions
Conversion to fiber discharge rates is accomplished by applying a derived rate-intensity function that maps a partic-ular input level to the resulting instantaneous rate of each channel. 2 The rate-intensity functions used in the model were derived from AN response areas using a window equal in width to that used in deriving the filter response functions.
The peak discharge rate for each iso-intensity function at each intensity level defined the nonlinear average rate-intensity function for each AN fiber in the database. The instantaneous rate-intensity function is best predicted by the response: modulation (RM) function, which generally reflects greater dynamic range at higher intensities than predicted by average rate-intensity functions, particularly for fibers with CFs below 2 kHz (Smith and Brachman, 1980a). However, as an approximation for steady-state signals, a transformation based upon average rate intensities was adopted with the understanding that the mapping to discharge rate slightly underestimates the dynamic range of fibers with lower CFs.
Tile ensemble of rate-intensity data for each channel of the model was fit by a weighted sigmoidal function y, = b e-(o/x,) To capture the relevant details of the channel filter characteristics, the model operates at a sampling rate of 40 kHz, which allows encoding of the signal spectrum up to 20 kHz.
IV. EVALUATION OF THE MODEL WITH SPEECH
A synthetic steady-state vowel [el (as in the word pet) was used to evaluate the model. The vowel [el was synthesized using a parallel formant-wave-function (FWF) synthesizer based upon the formulas developed by Rodet (1980). The stimulus was initially generated at a sampling frequency of 10 kHz, and was subsequently upsampled to 40 kHz for input to the model. quency coding, except insofar as it affects the synchronization magnitude in any given channel to that channel's center frequency range. Thus, in the ALSR model, the system effectively computes the synchronization solely to those frequencies in the vicinity of the fiber CF. Synchronization to other frequencies is ignored. In this sense, the ALSR is a strict "place" model of spectral coding, in that the cue for frequency is the region ofa fiber's projection from the cochlear partition. Synchronization is used only to estimate the magnitude of response for the unit CF. However, it is clear from Young and Sachs' data in Fig. 7(b) and ( (1983) is inconsistent with narrowly tuned filters, though they made no attempt to characterize the shape of the filters that would describe the synchrony distribution. The filter characteristics of the auditory models developed by Sinex and Geisler (1984) and Ghitza (1988) have also been based on auditory-nerve-fiber filtering. Unfortunately, in both instances, the filter characteristics were derived from single-fiber frequency-threshold curves (FTCs). FTCs provide a poor measure of cochlear filtering. Because the transduction is highly nonlinear (compressire), particularly at higher SPLs, the filtering observed near threshold, at the tip of the FTC is usually not a good estimate of the filtering at moderate or high SPLs (Lyon, 1991 ) .This is particularly true for channels above 4 kHz in which the filtering broadens appreciably and becomes nearly low pass above 60 dB SPL. FTC-based models typically set the filter bandwidths considerably too narrow at SPLs common to speech ( • 60 dB), and as a result the tonotopic distribution of lowfrequency synchrony information is unrealistically narrow.
Iso-intensity functions, such as those upon which the present model is based, portray more realistically the extent to which the compresslye and saturating nonlinearities are stimulus level and frequency dependent. With this information, it is possible to "sculpt" the filters as a function of SPL and cochlear place to conform to physiologically established parameters. One can then evaluate the accuracy of these filters by comparing the model's output with the population response profile of Young and Sachs (1979), as was done in the present study. Because of the relatively close fit between their physiological response profiles and the present simulation, we conclude that the shape of the filters used are a reasonable approximation to those in the auditory nerve. It would be of interest to compare the output of our simulation with those of other models in terms of the tonotopic distribution of neural synchrony. tion should be noted. The phase alignment of the synchrony patterns is due to each channd having pure linear phase, that is, the same pure time delay on all frequency components. While the propagating waveform along the BM is not accurately represented, phase alignment allows for detection of correlated synchrony across channels. Second, at higher intensities the periodic discharge rate saturates due to the compressire nonlinearity, which results in the observed "limiting" of the peaks.
The spario-temporal representation, complementing the synchrony-place distribution surface, illustrates the progressive recruitment of synchrony to F• with increasing intensity. At lower intensities synchronization to the formant frequencies at high CFs is amplitude modulated at the frequency of the fundamental. At higher intensity, these envelope periodicities are replaced by dominant Ff synchrony.
However, synchronization to the fundamental can still be observed in lower CF channels in the 50-to 70-dB range. Note that a band of F2/F_• synchrony is clearly delineated in the mid-CF channels corresponding to the notch in the synchrony-place distribution.
The difference in distribution of temporal information has potentially important consequences for modeling the representation of speech in the auditory periphery and in more central regions. For models in which the filters are of the linear, time-invariant bandpass variety, the output is necessarily biased toward a "place" representation of the spectrum. This is because most of the temporal information encoding spectral components will be distributed only among a narrow range of channels tuned to those frequencies, thus confining the relevant neural information to the place of maximal sensitivity.
The classical form of "place" theory for frequency coding utilizes average rate as the activity measure along the auditory-nerve array. In their 1979 study, Young and Sachs proposed a variant of the place theory based on the temporal response of AN fibers. In their version, spectral frequency is mapped onto tonotopic place (i.e., fiber characteristic frequency) like other place models, while the amplitude of each frequency is given by the magnitude of the neural response synchronized to that component by nerve fibers whose characteristic frequencies (CFs) lay within close proximity ( i/4 oct). The resulting ALSR representation of the spectral envelope, associated with the three lower formants, is clearly delineated in the ALSR representation.
However elegant the ALSR model of formant coding may be, there are several grounds upon which to question its neural plausibility. The model posits that each AN fiber functions as a "matched filter" in which only temporal activity closely associated with the unit's CF is passed through or at least measured. Although this assumption is reasonable at low sound-pressure levels ( < 40 dB), where the bandwidth of the AN fiber filter is relatively narrow, it does not accurately describe the response of the same units responding to signals with energy typical of voiced speech sounds ( 3 60 dB). In these instances, a fiber may synchronize its discharge to frequencies as much as several octaves distant from the unit CF (e.g., Rose cies is to reduce (and in many instances to abolish) the fiber's synchrony to frequencies close to its CF (for CFs below 4 kHz), a phenomenon variously described as synchrony recruitment (Sinex and Geisler, 1983) or synchrony suppression . The ALSR metric can be considcred a place model because it only mcasures amount of synchrony to frequencies appropriate to the fiber's cochlear position. However, the mechanism by which a fiber would "know" its appropriate cochlear-frequency position and be able to evaluate the temporal activity in its passband is assumed, but not motivated, by the ALSR model. In rate-based place models, this problem is circumvented because the neural activity metric (i.e., average rate) is the same for each fiber. Consequently, the spectral profile could be derived from the relational pattern of excitation without matching neural activity to threshold filter properties. For rate-place models, every fiber (or at least every frequency channel) "counts." The spectral representation is based, in principle, on the entire tonotopic distribution of rate activity. In contrast, the ALSR representation is largely based on the activity of a comparatively small proportion of fibers, those with CFs close to the peaks of spectral energy. The output of other fibers is essentially ignored since their temporal activity does not conform to the unit CF, so it does not matter that these fibers may be highly synchronized to some other frequency. The present model addresses these concerns in that the representation of certain key components of the speech spectrum, such as F• andf o, are distributed over a broad tonotopic range of fibers. At high SPLs, synchrony to F• spans a range encompassing several octaves of cochlear frequency. Distributed representations, as evidenced by the use of coarse coding by various sensory systems (Heiligenberg, 1987 ; Baldi and Heiligenberg, 1988), yield extremely accurate encoding of information despite broadly tuned receptive fields. Central auditory processes may well have developed to efficiently integrate synchrony response properties across ihe range of tonotopic activity.
The speech spectrum is likely to be encoded in a number of different ways in order to ensure sufficient redundancy as to maximize the signal's intelligibility under a wide range of acoustic conditions. At low sound-pressure levels, both rateplace and synchrony-place information may very well provide an adequate representation of the formant pattern. At higher sound-pressure levels, the ability of rate-place information to provide a clearly delineated representation of the spectral envelope is severely compromised, among all but the 1owest-SR fibers (Sachs et al., 1988) . However, the amplitude of most consonants is sufficiently low as to preclude rate saturation across the auditory-nerve array (Delgutte and Kiang, 1984b). These low-intensity segments could thus effectively be encoded by rate-place information, at least in quiet.
B. Comparison of the simulation with physiological responses
Evidence in support of the composite model is provided by the close correspondence with the physiological observations of Young and Sachs (1979) . It is clear from both empirical data and the simulation that the encoding of speech in the auditory periphery appears to differ in important ways from the conventional spectrum analysis or linear prediction coding. While the formant structure of voiced speech is well preserved in the synchrony-place representation across sound-pressure level, a type of distributed representation emerges across auditory-nerve fibers at higher intensities. A distributed representation of information is naturally more robust to interference relative to coding schemes dependent solely on rate-place information (Greenberg, 1988, 199In,b) .
It is rather remarkable that the output of the composite model is as similar to that obtained through direct physiological recording given that the analyzing filters were derived from pure-tone response areas. The average-rate iso-intensity curves serve as an estimate of the filtering characteristics of the entire cochlear partition, despite the fact that the function reflects many different components of cochlear transduction including mechanical tuning, the response of the inner hair cells and the transmission of this information to the auditory nerve. It is important to note that our approach has been functional rather than theoretical, whereby the linear structure has been statistically described by principal components and the nonlinear structure captured by nonlinear fitting of the rate-intensity functions. The filters were derived from the average-rate behavior of AN fibers, and yet the simulation is focused on the temporal aspects of neural activity. Over most of the range of the filters, the disparity between rate-alone derived filters and synchronized-rate filters will be small. However, near rate threshold of the high-SR units the difference could be significant. In this range, the fiber will be highly synchronized to low-frequency signals even though the magnitude of the driven rate (firing rate--spontaneous rate) will be small or even zero (Rose et al., 1967) . As a consequence, the filter shapes derived exclusively from average rate are somewhat more sharply tuned, particularly on the low-frequency slope, than would be filters derived from synchronized rate. For this reason, the upper-CF range of phase-locking to lowfrequency signals in the present simulation is probably lower than would be the case with synch-rate filters. This disparity may become slightly more significant in the case of background noise, where the upper-CF phase locking may be particularly affected.
Both temporal and spectral features of speech are continuously varying--yet the present implementation of the composite model is restricted to the simulation of neural responses to steady-state signals for reasons of computational practicality. Thus the model, in its present form, does not accurately simulate auditory-nerve fiber rapid adaptation (Smith and Brachman, 1980a,b), likely to play an important role in encoding many consonantal features (Delgutte and Kiang, 1984b).
In addition to its static nature, the model is limited in several other respects. First, the saturating nonlinearity is based entirely on the rate-level function at a fiber CF, where the function is typically most compressire at higher SPLs. Incorporating frequency-dependent rate-level information may provide more realistic simulations of the rate-place profile since the model, at present, overestimates the degree of cochlear compression and neural saturation. We believe that this limitation could be rectified by instantiating the frequency-dependent compressice characteristics into a dynamic representation of the response-area-based filters.
The crucial step toward a dynamic model is one of representing discharge rate as a continuous function of intensity and frequency. Hence, the response-area function can be visualized as a surface rather than a family of iso-intensity curves. The difficulty in deriving this function lies in choosing appropriate interpolation and approximation methods. Poor approximation of the function may lead to oscillation between interpolation points sampled from the original data. We are optimistic that at least one of several methods we are investigating will yield a well-behaved solution.
Each channel would then be represented by a unique function of intensity and frequency. The parameters of this function would be the acoustic signal expanded into its constituent frequency components on a time sample-by-sample basis. This construction requires an alternative to the basic idea of the short-time Fourier transform, such as a joint distribution describing the intensity of a signal simultaneously in time and frequency (Cohen, 1989).
We are currently investigating these incremental extensions to the current model. The additional computational demands to address the dynamics and frequency-dependent compressice characteristics are rather substantial. While the dynamic model will certainly improve the accuracy of the synchrony profiles, it will also be less tractable.
Conventional spectral analysis via the periodogram is not an ideal means of measuring synchrony. In this study, Fourier analysis has been used as a tool of convenience, as a means of quantifying the magnitude of periodicity passing through auditory-nerve-fiber channels, and as a means to compare the simulations's output with the data of Young 
D. Potential applications of the composite model
We envision three potential applications of our composite model. First, it can serve as a means of visualizing the distribution of rate-and synchrony-based activity across the auditory nerve in response to complex sounds such as speech. Because of the nonlinearities in cochlear filtering, it would be difficult to visualize the rate-place and synchronyplace excitation patterns without such a simulation tool. Due to the limitations described above, the model is restricted, for the present, to signals with steady-state spectra such as synthetic vowels. Another version of the model is currently under development that will be capable of processing dynamic stimuli and plotting the evolution of the auditory periphery's response through time.
The simulation's output could be used, as well, to infer the nature of the afferent input into the cochlear nucleus. This sort of information would be of particular utility in understanding the processes governing the different physiological properties of cochlear nucleus neurons, particularly those, such as onset choppers, which receive a broad tonotopic projection from the auditory nerve. Finally, the model could be used as a front-end, representative of spectral preprocessing in the auditory periphery, for studying broader psychological issues concerned with perceptual constraints on phonetic inventories, in a manner analogous to the simulations of perceptual contrast developed by Liljencrants and Lindblom (1972) and Lindbiota (1986) . The output of the simulation could also serve as the input into a self-organizing neural network in order to determine features of the auditory-nerve fiber activity pattern that maximize transmitted information. 
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